
 

QUESTION TIME 
How much of what you read do you understand? 
 

1. What features does Binda share with her mother? 
2. What shift was Binda’s dad working the next day? 
3. Why didn’t Binda want to ask the Vincents about the photo? 
4. Where is the Amazon Jungle? 
5. What is Binda’s mum’s job? 
6. Binda’s dad is a whiz at what? 
7. How did Binda identify when the photo was taken? 
8. Where did Binda put the photo? 
9. What comparison was used to explain the thoughts in Binda’s mind? 
10. Which word in the text means: not clear to the understanding; hard to perceive; strange 

 
 

EDITING ACTIVITY 
The editor of the magazine has asked you to edit this copy about the Amazon Jungle( written by Binda’s 
mum) ready for print. Look for errors in punctuation, grammar and meaning. Also the piece is 20 words over 
so you must delete some of the text without losing the idea of the article. Give the story a headline and the 
photo a caption as well. 
 

The first thing that hits you when you stop into the rainforest is the air. It's so heavy with  
oxygen and humidity that it is almost a tangible thing which just kind of envelops you.  
There is a hevy, rich stillness to it because in the heart of this rainforest little to no wind  
really makes in down below the unbroken green canopy of trees above you. The clean  
oxygen-filled air and the sheer magnitude of living things all around you sort of energize  
you somehow. The vibrancy of life you feel flowing around you and through you resonate.  
It's really hard to describe but its like all of earths core elements are their in an abundance  
that you've never experienced before. it can excite, overwhelm and energize you all at once.  
In some places, the air stays so heavy with moisture that there is an almost perpetual cloudy fog which covers everything and earns the 
name as a ‘Cloud Forest.’ 
The next thing that hats you is the sheer imensity of the trees and the incredible amount of different tapes of vegetation that surrounds you. 
It's an amazing display of nurture in her most flamboyant expression of life. literally everything around you is in some state of living, 
breathing, growing, decaying and dying. You can actually watch some of the plants growing with a naked eye, and huge fallen trees that 
would take years to return to the earth in a temperate forest are reduced to compost in a month or two. Trees the size of skyscrapers 
leaves the size of umbrellas and vines with incredible sizes and shapes seemingly knitting everything together. Plants growing out vines 
which are growing up on trees covered with other plants. It can’t be overwhelming to take it all in. Even if you've trekked a lot of forests you 
are still caught off guard by the amazing diversity of different plants in the majestic amazon rainforest. 


